The renovated 5-12 Play Area will have new wood fiber to replace the sand and new Poured-in-Place (PIP) surfacing. The containers steel elements remain and will be repainted with new decking and plastic features added. Some new play features enhance existing play quality and accessibility.
This climbing structure will be added to the park as a new playground container. With heavy usage from the adjacent schools, this play feature focuses on upper body strength and provides play for the high volume of youth that use this playground during the school year. This container is made possible through a donation from the Kenny Parent Foundation.
The renovated 2-5 Play Area will have new wood fiber to replace the sand and new Poured-in-Place (PIP) surfacing. New features will replace the degrading wooden structure. This playground will function as a true 2-5 area that did not previously exist but will be usable for the older youth at the adjacent schools.
All existing containers will receive new wood chip surfacing to replace the sand and new Poured-in-Place (PIP). All steel elements will remain in the swing and 5-12 container and will be repainted. The 2-5 container equipment will be replaced and a new added container for additional 5-12 play will be added to the park, assisted by funding from the Kenny Parent Foundation.